Andrey Kochemassov
Carbon Footprint analysis
The following report describes two calculators that were used to measure my CO2 footprint. The
results are presented and brief analysis is given.
WWF Footprint Calculator:
The first calculator was designed primarily for UK citizens and as such is most accurate for people
living there. The overall experience is very intuitive and they also provide some insights into their
methodology. The survey was designed by the WWF-UK, with participation of Universities of York
and Leeds.
I tried to provide the most accurate information possible, however the calculator assumes that a
person lives in UK for travel estimation and that he is staying in one place for whole year. That is
not the case for me and other PERCCOM students. One thing that differs in this calculator is the
way they account governmental policies as additional emissions per person.

My total result was calculated to be 13.6 tonnes of CO2 annually. This is quite a lot considering I
am not a heavy consumer in terms of both food and other things. The breakdown with some tips is
presented below.

As I am renting my housing I am not entirely aware of any energy efficient measures installed. It is
the biggest category contributing to my CO2 emissions. I cannot say for sure whether this data is
accurate as I have to move to different countries each 4-5 months and all of them have different
composition of electricity market and construction standards.
I was glad to see the feature that shows participation rates that might motivate people to use some of
the tips proposed by the website in order to reduce their footprint.

Other features of interest include conversion of my CO2 emissions into equivalent flights and cars.

SYKE calculator:
Unlike previous calculator, this one was designed by a governmental organization, namely Finnish
Environment Institute. Below are pictures of sections existing in this calculator. They include
Housing, Waste, Food, Mobility and Consumption. Each section has its own forms that need to be
filled out. Unlike previous calculator it asks for some specific numbers such as amount of meat
consumed or distance traveled. It also provides options for estimates that are made based on
statistical data from the region that user indicates as his.
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This time the result was much less only 7.3 tonnes of CO2 per year. The biggest category was once
again the housing. In this case as well a lot of information provided by me was approximate because
of the lack of knowledge as a temporary tenant. The survey was divided in sections with small tips
given for each section on reducing footprint. The tool allows you to save your results compare them
with national average, average of the same sized household and the data collected from your region.
Thus it is a tool that can be used extensively to collect relevant research data and to promote
awareness.
Conclusion
Having used both calculators the discrepancies in numbers could be attributed to the fact that the
way energy is produced in UK and Finland differs greatly and associated calculations are different.
The calculator provided by the Finnish Environment Institute is quite sophisticated and, if data is
available can produce very precise results. On the other hand the tool created by WWF is much
more friendly for a general user and has many in-built features that motivate people to reduce their
footprint as well as telling them small ways of doing it. Both surveys provided option of sharing
your results on social networks (Facebook, Twitter). This is also can be used in order to collect
more data and increase awareness.
From my perspective the purpose behind design of each tool was different. WWF tried to attract
attention to the concept of personal footprint for people who are not really aware of that and did not
focus so much on exact tidbits of data provided basing many calculations on statistical averages or
assumptions. SYKE on the other hand built a tool that can be used by external researchers in order
to collect data related to personal footprint. Both tools are very limited in that they are accurate only
for their respective countries.
The results provided for me are far from accurate simply because they assume me being a
permanent resident, at least for one year of either Finland or UK. This shows again lack of
universality of these calculators. However, assuming they are filled out by intended audiences I
expect the results to be more accurate in case of SYKE calculator, provided all input data is given
correctly.

